Moved to approve minutes: Andrew Davis
Seconded: Ben Judge
Passes unanimously
Chancellor Bantz:
Give topics to respond to:
-

Caleb Comoglio: Rec Center
Maria Harlan: Shuttles
Public person: Food Court not being open
Mary Ankenbruck: conversion of hotel
Rishi Chandra: Tuition increase plan
Maria Harlan: No smoking
Campus Citizen Spokesperson: possible parking privatization
Maria Harlan: Housing/ Parking Dental
Andrew Davis: Campus in relation to master plan

Master plan: It’s a multi year process facilities master plan done to provide
physicality of campus. Purpose of broader concept. Master Plan done by national firm
that designed Campus Center. Don’t plan to not build on anyone elses land. Work
with space we have. Give us some good ideas on how to connect to IU health.
Including Methodist hospital. It’s not very far but we have already started projects
that reflect it including the engineering science and lab building. Part of mast plan to
be cluster of building. Probably 3. That is the plan and this is the first step of it.
Science and engineering faculty are already cheering for it. Don’t have funding for
next building. Being funded without state of Indiana resources. Funded by research
dollars. Also with housing near dental school. Vermont is to be student housing.
Housing in front of the garages. Next housing would go on Vermont south of the
dental school right across form other garage Townhome looking feel like you belong
there. It shapes decisions and guides what we do and don’t do. The rec center you
have been the best proponents as students. We think it is a good idea the question is
how we do it and how do we get permission. How do we get permission from Indiana
University to do it? The best way is to present it as your interest as student. It will
cost students money the state of Indiana has not built the rec centers at large
universities. State is not building buildings for us. The gift it will be a magnificent
gift. If we could find the right donor otherwise funded through student fees. Our
trustees are focused on concerns.

Hotel conversion: General. This hotel was owned by a private property and owner
wanted to exit we went through a laborious process to buy it. We borrowed the
money and redid it. Borrowed $31 million dollars. The hotel was not making money
every year. Only a couple years did it make money. We very quietly did analyses.
We considered redesigning it into a residence hall and a hotel. It requires specific
thing to work. Yes we can do change it best single thing to do for student success.
Higher student living on campus is a bigger student success. One major problem with
campus is that we don’t have a dining hall. My cabinet pushed for this. Heard it from
you and heard it from parents. Chartwells will build it. If we had to get state approval
we would have had a year and half delay for this. Hotel closes November 30th.
Chancellors will run until next may. The Den will close 1 January or November.
Faculty club will be open full time. Classes will be open next semester in what is now
called the conference center. Next summer hotel will get switched to rooms and will
work on things. Soft open next summer to test. Launch full steam next fall. 560
students will live in this area. I think it will be a tremendous improvement to make it
a more friendly place for students.
Parking privatization: Indiana University as a whole has been following national
trend where taking assets and leasing them to private enterprises and claiming
resources. Two best examples: city of Chicago leased skyway and got billions of
dollars out of it. Mitch Daniels lease agreement with the toll way 3 billion in cash up
front. Ohio State just did this with its parking garages for 485 million dollars. As a
result our trustees said what about parking. Has been asked several times. Indy has
businesses that do this. Indianapolis did lease on the meters in the last year in a half.
Each one of these is different. This is a different business deal. It is a business
negation. We are a huge part of it because we have a lot of parking. Bloomington has
a lot as well.
David Willard: I know the different levels but students still use lower parking is there
any way to get rid of this current parking system?
Chancellor: You mean the system? Yes I used to know the system that the University
of Minnesota had where no student had a pass every student went and paid by the
day. If you didn’t show up by 8 o’clock you wouldn’t get a spot as a Minneapolis
student. You would drive 4 or 5 miles to married student campus and take the bus. I
tried never to drive. If you carpooled you could get in to the carpool lot. That is
another model. Everyone looks at me like they’ll shoot me.
Davenport: Having space available
Chancellor: Other thing is lot 59. At Arizona State. Parking at the stadium which is
not in the center of campus and its Arizona so its 112. So its fun to walk from lot 59
which is like Lucas Oil Stadium to Here. There was always a lot of parking but you
couldn’t take a class close. Indiana Avenue is a similar model. We have a great

committee and what we care about. Which you (points at Tony Greco) have served
on. We have to worry about hospitals which 1 million visitors come to and their
payments help reduce your cost of parking. All of these pieces are part of this puzzle
we are trying to work out. Question then is what we do with upfront money. We pay
off everything we owe. We do that first then what do we do. What are best
investments we can make that can justify giving up revenue? It is a key service and
business question we recognize as a urban campus we understand access is important
also that public transportation is not good. We’ll have to find out about the shuttles
Food court hours: we are very sensitive to this. They do have to have traffic. I will
raise that to you (points to Vice Chancellor Davenport) and Vice Chancellor Rhodes.
Vice Chancellor Davenport: Bring in Kate Juilis .
Chancellor Bantz: I have never asked about a presentation to shuttles we’ve added a
lot of stops about Eskanazi and Wishard.
Public Supprot: Just a lot of people think things can be combined.
Vice Chanellor Davenport: couldn’t hear
Chancellor Bantz : gave summary
Maria Harlan: They Leave students
Mary ANkneburck: They said no reason we asked they were just told by supervisors
we couldn’t do it. During winter it will be more issue.
Chancellor Bantz: May be bigger state issue.
Vice Chancellor Daveport: Is this on just campus aprtments?
Chancellor Bantz: All of them. They are all ours.
Chancellor Bantz: we will get back to you on if this is a state policy thing
Smoking Policy: We were pleased to hear about the policy. You (Points at Jon) about
why this matters and how we should move forward. I think this is important to have
students involved. Dean Luzar is a passionate advocate. This is a big move. Only 18
tobacco free in 2005. In the next year we did this and we had issues come us.
Colleges at hospitals to do this. We went to this whole campus policy. We cannot
prevent smoking on a public site. Most of our streets are public not private. Biggest
problem is people standing in doorways smoking. We are limited about how we can
enforce. I was not in favor of involving police we don’t have enough, in my opinion,
to do this. The state legislature trumped that by passing the law after being beaten up
for years. Now it’s against the law to smoke within 8 ft of the door and it is against
university policy. I barked at someone about this last night. I did it because if you
don’t tell someone they shouldn’t smoke they are at a risk of a $150 ticket. You do a
favor to a smoker to say it is against the law to smoke. The next one to tell you may
be a police officer and you may be reported to the university’s judicial process. We
are offering smoking cessation. Nicotine is an addicting product. Research on this is

astonishing. It tricks you into getting certain settings and thinking you physically
need a hit. Thank goodness people quit because impact is so bad on them and others.
Also every fall we bring in new people. Some are going to come in and say I don’t
want this and others are going to not know. I am so old people would smoke while
teaching while I was in undergrad. It stopped soon after. It was a bad flashback
because I don’t like smoke. We made progress but we need to continue to fight
David Willard: I wish there was someone who would patrol in the library because I
have seen people smoking on the steps so I wish someone was there to guard
Chancellor Bantz: ON the library corridor on the backside?
David Willard: Yes
Chancellor Bantz: We have hired students to do this but we were considered about
students in past. I find there is something about a suit telling you to stop. I want you
to know the head of Wishard hospital. I’ve seen a 5 ft. 3 in. person say they cannot
smoke and have to vacate the premise. We need to tell people we need to stop. I try to
not pull my car over and say it.
Campus Citizen: Area outside lecture hall is that public?
Chancellor Bantz: Yes. Unfortunately. Wall is not but sidewalk is. I have seen people
standing in the street.
Public: So sidewalks in the campus not on the border
Chancellor Bantz: On the website there is a website and it shows in green what is
public. Green is public. Most people respond to telling where they can. Some people
just don’t know.
Tuition: I am an empiricist. There will be increase in tuition. The question is always
scale. There is enormous concern about tuition increase being large. There will not be
a 5% increase. We are trying to keep it as close to 0 we have not had these
conversations. We try not to until next spring. We have been looking at ways to
capture resources to reduce expenditures. One Idea would be 2 million from parking.
We put in endowment. We have done other things to reduce cost but total price
reasons ware ineffective. There is 2 or 3 years down the line and then we have to raise
it a lot. I am always cautious about freezes. As your reading a lot about tuition in this
country if you take all public universities the decline in state support in this country is
matched cost of living with cost of living. We have not had as big of cuts as other
states. Here we have been fortunate because the state did not cut us that much. We
have been able to keep raises less. Graduate and professional tuition has increased
exponentially and I think it’s going to hit a level. Dental school tuition here is
amongst the highest
Rishi Chandra: My concern is as a non-resident the 2% or 3% has a big impact. Could
there be a policy increasing a dollar amount for every student instead of percent.

Chancellor Bantz: Nonresident tuition has increased faster than resident tuition and
has a larger impact on them. This is an issue that has been coming up in
conversations; especially as we compare ourselves to other. Our undergraduate
nonresident is about to approach private levels. These are all connected. The other
idea some have tried is to try to say that it will increase by x and only x. I think this
may be an idea. We are trying to look at strategies to make it better. The final piece is
we are trying to increase tuition and aid. One of the thing in the national conversation
is that you want to study studio artist and those average incomes are less than
accounts students should know. I studied a lot of things my undergraduate is in
secondary education. I did borrow money as an undergrad and teaching was not a
career that was not going to pay back relative to my first interest, business. I took a
decline in my options by becoming a teacher and becoming a professor. Now we are
saying we need to help people with this thinking. We have some tools on our website
we
Rishi Chandra: 90% of scholarships require you to be a US citizen.
Chancellor Bantz: One thing that is clear to be is if we support study abroad we need
to support those coming here to study. I think this is important. I think this is a chance
for us in fundraising. I think there are people who recognize this. Thank you for
giving me your time. I really appreciate you getting involved in student government.
This is a different place today than it was four years ago in terms of student
involvement and it is fun to see this. You all did fall break. I have been involved with
change for years and you pulled off one of the hardest things. Some of these other
issues. We started working through hard decisions. Don’t assume we’ve intentionally
done something stupid.
Devin Bready: Now we have Matt McKay here to talk about registered student
organizations.
Matt McKay: Many of you know the re-registration process is through
myinvolvement. If you are not cleared through that process you will see a red banner.
We are going through some things and now that it is amassing so much information
that some things we thought some things were working that were not. Do not use
student link. Everything is through myinvolvemnet. If you are unsure about the
process please contact me if you see a red banner .Once you fill it out in
myinvolvement it goes through us and then it goes to your advisor. The advisor needs
to then fill it out. This is where many of the delays are occurring. If you have any
questions please contact us.
Devin Bready: I would like to remind you that while in senate always act
professionally. The first time you talk out of turn, interrupt, or personally attack
someone I will warn you. The second time it happens I will throw you out.

Devin: PRC Chair.
Mary Ankenbruck: I nominate Andrew Davis
Caleb Comogli: I Second
Devin Bready: Motion to vote
Andrew Engle: Point of information what are the responsibilities of a committee chair?
Devin Bready: Run elections and hold office hours
Dile Wilson: Do committee meetings count towards office hours
Devin Bready: No.
Jason Spratt: Point of Information does PRC Elections do the work together or is that all on
elections?
Devin Bready: In the past they have worked together
Caleb Comogli: When do elections actually begin since we don’t do elections until spring?
Tony Greco: So election process is in spring however it does take a semester to go do info tables
and have student organizations help because it’s not just us who do elections through this also
committee reviews elections code.
Devin Bready: Do we have any nominations today?
Chris Gault: I move to table
Multiple Seconds
Everyone in favor of tabling: 11
Opposed: 10
Abstaining
Mary Ankenbruck: Can we revote. Motion to revote. I don’t know about everyone else but I was
confused on what we were voting on?
Maria Harlan: Second
Chris Gault: We already motioned to close the floor
Motion to revote: In favor: 12
Opposed: 3
Devin Bready: Open for discussion

Maria Harlan: I nominate Mitchell Gauger
Mary Ankenbruck: Second
Mitchell Gauger: I accept
Devin Bready: Any other nominations? Do you want to say any words?
Mitchell Gauger: I am a senator for KIBSG I would like to see numbers increase so we can have
actual discussion and increase election umbers. We can see that this makes a huge difference. I
think we need to communicate. Any questions.
Caleb Comogli: What organization?
Mitchell: Kelley School of Business Student Government Indinapolis.
Devin Bready: If no more discussion
Mary Ankenbruck: I move to vote
Multiple seconds
All in favor of voting: 21
Opposed: 1
David Willard: Point of Information didn’t we table this
Devin Bready: we tabled but then re-voted on the tabling.
David Willard: Didn’t that supersede that.
Devin Bready: No because we revoted.

Ben Judge: Point of information don’t we have a bill that’s still on the floor
Tony Greco: for 8-12 we are bumping back a week
Tony Greco: Is Jin Change here?
I’m just going to announce applicants now discussion time next
I nominate Jin Chang, Ryan Plumb, and Adrian Brown
Two are Freshman which is good. I believe they are qualified. Other nomination is Greg Paris for
chief justice Greg is a junior which will add consistency. I’ve worked with Greg in CRC and
PRC I have confidence in his ability.

Devin Bready: Library is trying to get library student council I will put a link so that you can tell
them they are interested
Ben Judge: Next week starts regatta week so come to the events and come to regatta. Be there
it’s a lot of fun
Chris Gault: Next week is constitution week and democracy plaza is doing a lot of stuff at
democracy plaza so stop by at anyday. I also sent intwo bills.
Rishi Chandra: We have flyers for regatta if anyone wants one.
Lindsey Keener: If any of you want a table and still don’t have one for regatta come see me
because I have to turn in final table count today.
Tony Greco: Winners two chair elections Andrew Davis and Mitchell Gauger . We are
partnering with regatta for sundae Monday we are giving away 166 sundaes if interested in
running table please come and sign up. We are also helping fund cookout on Thursday and
twilight bike ride.
Devin Bready: I have contracts I need everyone to sign. If you are a senator you have to be on a
committee. So e-mail me your top two committees. I adjourn this meeting.

